Carolyn Myss
For those who would like to take a different approach to relieving the stress of these timesThis presentation by Carolyn Myss could be a good adjuncthttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BX8cGgyW2W0

Caroline Myss - The Power of Prayer
The Power of Prayer was recorded in 2019 in
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Ability to generate own income 89104389
Ability to perform for God and man a service of great magnitude 9198759
Accelerated release of non-beneficial socially conditioned belief systems and viral Programming
80823575
Access the heart 9929139
Activate the power of faith 80116604
Block all psychological warfare 66959226
Block non-beneficial stress in the human nervous system and brain. 60869834

Bypass the need for logical understanding 86722451
Carelessness 964698512
Clear DNA of do as you are told program 79392802
Clear highly contagious super strains of covid 78694376
Clear terror 62035302
Create a harmonious event which lasts forever 63485189
Create a Legacy of Love that makes a lasting contribution to the Earth 84363083
Cultivate own food and medicine 83633534
Defeat all pathogens thanks to God-given immune system 82638926
De-implement all Mind Control structures 9272975
Defeat all pathogens thanks to God-given immune system 82638926
Develop life events in a beneficial direction 65307168
Discover the treatment scheme to heal all disease 3359452
Discover which corporations are not working in favor of the American consumer
Disallow anyone to take over the mind 3001407
Disclose the truth about the entire cast of medical establishment, media, business, and political
Players who have kept up the panic atmosphere 88159651
Dissolve the systems that have enslaved mankind 9755195
Divine intervention 30086877
Divine Mercy 3702293
Each choice I make sets Divine Light into motion
Effortless change 3618440
Eliminate a nightmare scenario related to the covid vaccine
Embodied self- mastery 78527952
Empathy 78163408
Embody your Higher Self in any human circumstance. 77803793
Energy_vitality 9999
Eternal ace card 63724514
Ever increasing alignment with Higher Self 3421516
Expanded consciousness and concentration
Freedom to own property 3578865
Gather Divine Wisdom 75652630
Generate spiritual energy 9142342
Give yourself permission to shine in this lifetime, free of all social conditioning, to be seen for
who you really are. 80775001
God-given power to create 3161886
Grace 685297960
Greater strength 3503787
Guidance 28961152
Harmonization of environment 79937161
Heal traumatic cellular implants 80906849
Help ourselves and help humanity in doing so 87019747
Higher consciousness prevents economic terrorism by the elite 73021670
Humans refuse to succumb to ownership of their minds 3629837

i AM A revolutionary way shower for humanity’s awakening 65339944
I now discover Heaven on Earth within me. 3416011
I now live in the dawning Golden Age of Miracles 9931067
I now live in a quantum age of miracles 60718824
Increased awareness 74961324
Increase the flow of life force 9186362
Integrity 65749896
Invert mental rigidity 9453626
Know, love, and honor the holy and limitless nature of all form 79645574
Knowledge, intelligence and conscious awareness of what is really happening in the
world 82053727
Make way back to the Light world of God 62778118
Mental balance 1603833
Miraculous flow of life energy 60556718
Miraculous solutions 87926347
My power source is God's love 3931387
Normalize all negative information and events from the past 9596255
Open yourself to the creative process 9852847
Open the mind to comprehend the impact of Psychological Warfare 88516787
Open up to freedom given by the Creator 3530577
Perception 2060010
Positive emotions 3485644
Power 553757546
Power through awareness of weakness 62022381
Prevent disasters 9083104
Prevent disaster of global proportion by control of consciousness 78120090
Radical transformation quantum self-realization, and embodied self-mastery 77253021
Raise vibration to regularly receive quantum solutions
Rearrange my atoms to create the life desired 367179
Receive answers to clearly expressed requests 3705589
Receive and sustain vital life force 75513095
Reexamine preconceived ideas 79394670
Regardless of all outer circumstances I choose to embody my Higher Self
Relationship with God 3813316
Release illusionary beliefs in inner and outer reality as directed by your Higher Self 8158528
Release of socially conditioned belief systems and viral programming 932082
Release non beneficial burdens of thought held in collective consciousness 69212984

Remove dysfunctional fears 85252438
Rooted in love 69743286
Sanity 90780400
See reality and take action
See and steadily hold in mind the form in which you have what you want 9965619
Self-empowerment 3866162
Shape the mind to attract what is desired 60144744
Solutions are now brought forth for long term adverse effects from covid 19 vaccine 82554974
Surround genes that have inherited ancestral deficiencies with a blueprint of Divine
health 70941104
Stay focused on positives 3224579
Strong immune system 78259829
Sufficient life force for manifestation 82326413
Take responsibility to creating a life of person freedom, health, and happiness 3432962
The masses now understand that if they get covid they can stay at home and heal by taking
medication. 3539508
The time for living in delusion and fantasy is over 78379696
This generation now sees the end to global pandemics 9176049
The Golden Age of Miracles 3937318
The illusion of separation now lifts 81187421
Transmute non beneficial inherited ancestral belief ¬patterns 6695672
Transmute and remove projected self-limitations, vows and oaths from other lifetimes, and the
collective fears of humanity’s consciousness that are stored in the DNA 74607961
Understand the authority you have 74486726
Unified 3375212
Uninstall inner pain 3553679
Uninstall False Reality Delusions 61817242
Uninstall wrong decisions based on lies 76910885
What I pray for creates miracles and blessings 69164518

